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Dynamic Modeling and Transient Performance
Analysis of a LHP-MEMS Thermal Management

System for Spacecraft Electronics
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Abstract—Transient performance analysis is essential for the
successful design of a spacecraft thermal management system.
This paper presents three dynamic models for analyzing system-
level transient responses of a loop heat pipe (LHP)-micro-
electromechanical-system (MEMS) thermal management system
consisting of a LHP and a variable emittance radiator employing
MEMS technologies. The recommended hybrid mathematical
model, which is deduced from the fundamental 3-node and 4-node
thermal networks, provides an efficient closed-form equation
enabling direct calculation of the fluid mass flowrate in the LHP
from the nodal temperatures of the thermal management system,
and a set of state equations that independently compute the
temperature responses of the cooled object, LHP evaporator, LHP
condenser, and MEMS radiator. The temperature transients of
a 50 W LHP-MEMS thermal management system, as well as the
hydraulic responses inside the employed LHP, were numerically
investigated and discussed in detail.

Index Terms—Dynamic modeling, loop heat pipe, micro-
electromechanical-system (MEMS) radiator, spacecraft electron-
ics, thermal management, transient performance.

Nomenclature

A Area of radiator’s outer surface (m2).
Cc Thermal capacity of LHP condenser (J/K).
Ce Thermal capacity of LHP evaporator (J/K).
Chp Thermal capacity of entire LHP (J/K).
Cob Thermal capacity of cooled object (J/K).
Cr Thermal capacity of radiator (J/K).
Ghp Cycling mass flowrate of LHP working fluid (kg/m).
Gl Mass flowrate inside LHP liquid line (kg/m).
Gv Mass flowrate inside LHP vapor line (kg/m).
hl Specific enthalpy of liquid inside LHP (J/kg).
hv Specific enthalpy of vapor inside LHP(J/kg).
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Pc Working fluid pressure inside condenser (MPa).
Pe Working fluid pressure inside evaporator (MPa).
�Pcap Pressure head of evaporator’s primary wick (MPa).
Qex Total external heat flux absorbed by the radiator (W).
Qi Exhaust heat of cooled object (cooling load) (W).
Qr Heat dissipated to the space by the radiator (W).
Rcr Thermal resistance between condenser and radiator

(K/W).
Roc Thermal resistance between cooled object and LHP

condenser (K/W).
Roe Thermal resistance between cooled object and LHP

evaporator (K/W).
r1–r5 Elements of thermal connection matrix (W/K).
Tc Absolute temperature of LHP condenser (K).
Te Absolute temperature of LHP evaporator (K).
Tob Absolute temperature of cooled object (K).
Tr Absolute temperature of radiator (K).
Zl Flow resistance of liquid line and wick (MPa·

(kg/s)−β).
Zv Flow resistance of LHP vapor line (MPa·s2/kg2).
Greek Symbols:
β Hydraulic modeling factor.
εe Equivalent emittance of radiator.
εhr Emittance of high emittance radiator surface.
εll Emittance of louver cells covering radiator.
ϕr Exposing degree of MEMS radiator.
σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant (W/K4 · m2).
Subscrips:
c Condenser.
cap Capillary.
e Evaporator.
ex External.
hr High emittance radiator surface.
hp Heat pipe.
l Liquid.
ll Low emittance louver cells.
ob Cooled object.
r Radiator.
v Vapor.

I. Introduction

INTEGRATED with the newly emerged variable emit-
tance radiator based on the micro-electromechanical-
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Fig. 1. LHP-MEMS thermal management system in space environment.
(a) System schematic. (b) LHP evaporator. (c) MEMS radiator.

system (MEMS) technologies [1]–[3], the loop heat pipes
(LHPs), which have been experimentally investigated as an
effective two phase cooling technology for the highly com-
pacted electronic components in high power density ground
systems [4], [5], are considered to be a promising approach for
active thermal management of advanced space missions like
robotic spacecrafts [6], network missions on Mars [7], and the
nano-satellites [8]. The centralized capillary structure inside a
LHP evaporator can pump the working fluid to a condenser
placed much further away than the heat transfer distance of a
traditional heat pipe [9]–[11] by separating the vapor line from
the liquid line. Although LHPs are usually treated as passive
thermal control systems [6]–[8], the LHP-MEMS thermal
management system considered here integrating a LHP and a
MEMS variable emittance radiator can achieve highly accurate
temperature control by active adjusting the heat radiation
behavior at the outer surface of MEMS radiator [1]–[3], [8].
A concise dynamical model along with a systemic transient
performance analysis is required for design optimization of
a space LHP-MEMS thermal management system, especially
when an immediate evaluation with numerical validation of its
thermal control effects is necessary.

Significant effort has been made to understand the thermal
and hydraulic characteristics of a LHP. The steady-state heat
transfer behaviors of a 70 W miniature LHP were experimen-

tally investigated in [12] with its starting-up transients and
temperature oscillations under normal operating patterns. The
transient heat and mass transfer performances in a cylindrical
LHP evaporator were numerically investigated in [13]. A
thermo-fluid dynamic model was proposed to determine the
transient temperature distribution in the compensation chamber
and the condenser section of a stainless steel/ammonia LHP in
[14]. Mathematic models, which predict the transient thermal
behaviors of the LHPs for aerospace applications, had been
developed and validated independently with ground based
experimental results in [15] and [16]. These numerical and
experimental investigations on thermal and hydraulic perfor-
mances of a LHP offer solid fundamentals for the dynamic
modeling and transient performance analysis of our LHP-
MEMS thermal management system.

This paper offers three different dynamic models for analyz-
ing system-level transient performances of a LHP-MEMS ther-
mal management system; 3-node and 4-node thermal network
models, and a hybrid model of the two fundamental nodal
networks. The hybrid mathematical model reveals the system-
level temperature dynamics of the entire LHP-MEMS thermal
management system, and the hydraulic responses inside the
LHP. As will be shown, the hybrid model calculates the mass
flow-rate of the LHP working fluid directly from the nodal
temperatures which are state variables of the system, and
therefore more concisely and more operable than the others.
The temperature transients and hydraulic responses of a 50 W
LHP-MEMS thermal management system are numerically
investigated and discussed in detail.

II. System Description

Fig. 1(a) shows the LHP-MEMS thermal management sys-
tem, where the LHP consists of an evaporator, two transport
lines for vapor and liquid flow, respectively, and a tube-type
condenser attached to the inner side of the MEMS variable
emittance space radiator. The working fluid inside the LHP is
ammonia. The detailed geometric and material characteristics
of the employed LHP and MEMS radiator are provided in
Table A1 in Appendix A.1.

The LHP-MEMS thermal management system is illustrated
in Fig. 1(b). The exhaust heat of the cooled object is applied
to the LHP evaporator, and transferred by conduction through
the evaporator structure to vaporize the liquid ammonia inside
it. The generated vapor travels along the LHP vapor line to the
condenser where the vapor is condensed as heat is rejected to
the outer space by the MEMS radiator. The condensate enters
the LHP liquid line and is pumped back to the evaporator
by a primary wick (embedded inside the evaporator), which
acts as a capillary pump to provide the major pressure head
for the fluid flow. A small compensation chamber [denoted as
“reservoir” in Fig. 1(b)] is connected to the main part of the
evaporator by a secondary wick which provides the capillary
path for the local fluid path communication.

Fig. 1(c) illustrates the structure of a MEMS variable emit-
tance radiator, where the MEMS louver array is mounted on
the high emittance radiator surface to control the leaving heat
flux. Since there is no air outside the spacecraft, the cooling
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Fig. 2. 3-node thermal network model.

behavior of the radiator is dominated by heat radiation between
the spacecraft and its orbit environment. When a louver cell in
the MEMS array is opened, the high emittance radiator surface
under it is exposed to the space environment; otherwise, the
low emittance surface of the cover cell will face the space.
Therefore, the cooling ability of the LHP-MEMS thermal
management system can be adjusted by simply controlling the
open number of louver cells in the MEMS array.

The net radiation heat flux leaving the MEMS radiator can
be approximated by

Qr = εeσAT 4
r − Qex (1)

where the equivalent radiator emittance εe can be expressed
as

εe = (εhr − εll) ϕr + εll (1a)

and the total external heat flux Qex absorbed by the radiator is
contributed from the solar radiation, earth radiation, and earth
reflection. In (1a), the exposing degree ϕr is a ratio of the
exposed area (under the opened louver cells) to the total area of
radiator surface. Since spacecrafts fly in the cold and vacuum
space environment [17], thermal vacuum facilities [17], [18]
or equivalent physical simulators [19] are required to simulate
the space cooling behavior in (1) when performing a ground-
based experiment. Additionally, the dynamic characteristics of
the employed space simulator must be specially considered if
a transient performance test is desired [19]. For these reasons,
this paper focuses on modeling the transient behaviors for
numerical investigations of a LHP-MEMS system.

III. Dynamic Modeling

A. 3-Nodal Thermal Network Model

Fig. 2 shows the 3-node thermal network representation for
predicting the dynamics of a LHP-MEMS thermal control
system. This network models the cooled object, LHP and
radiator as three lumped thermal capacitances (Cob, Chp, and
Cr) at nodal temperatures, Tob, Tc, and Tr, respectively.
The LHP condenser temperature Tc is chosen here as the
representative temperature of the entire LHP node since the
thermal inertia of the condenser section is usually much larger
than that of the evaporator as schematically illustrated in
Fig. 1(a) showing a typical implementation.

The dynamic model of the LHP-MEMS thermal control
system can then be derived from the 3-node network using the

Fig. 3. 4-node thermal network model.

principle of energy conservation at each nodal temperature
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where

C3 = Diag
[
Cob Chp Cr

]
. (2a)

In (2), the exhaust heat Qi of the cooled object is also the
heat load of the LHP-MEMS thermal control system and Qr

is the heat dissipated to the space by the radiator in (1).
Although the 3-node thermal network model (2) concisely

expresses the temperature dynamics of LHP-MEMS thermal
control system, it cannot predict the hydraulic responses within
the LHP since no hydraulic calculation is involved in this
3-node model. Also, the fact that entire LHP is treated as
a lumped-parameter node neglects the temperature difference
between the evaporator and condenser (and thus its transient
effects). These may lead to the propagation of modeling errors
particularly if the values of the thermal capacitances and
resistances between the lumped temperature nodes are not
exact when solving for the solutions to (2).

B. 4-Nodal Thermal Network Model

The 4-node thermal network model takes into account the
temperature difference between the evaporator and condenser
by dividing the LHP into two different nodes; namely, the
evaporator (with thermal capacity Ce) at Te, and the condenser
(with thermal capacity Cc) at Tc as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, this
4-node model provides an effective means to reveal the internal
dynamics of the LHP as well as the temperature changes in
the cooled object and in the MEMS radiator.

Similarly, the temperature dynamics can be derived using
the principle of energy conservation from the 4-node network,
which takes the form
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where

C4 = Diag [Cob Ce Cc Cr] (3a)

and

Q4 = [Qi Glhl − Gvhv Gvhv − Glhl −Qr]
T . (3b)

In (3b), the specific enthalpies of the vapor and the liquid
inside the LHP, hv and hl, can be, respectively, determined
in terms of the evaporating and condensing temperatures by
(4, 4a)

hl = hlFun(Tc) and hv = hvFun(Te) (4, 4a)

where hlFun() and hvfun() are the saturated enthalpy equations
of the vapor and liquid ammonia given in Appendix A.2.

The mass flowrates (Gv and Gl of the vapor and liquid,
respectively) inside a LHP, which depend on the pressure head
of the capillary pump [the primary wick in Fig. 1(b)] and the
flow resistances of the vapor line and the liquid line [Fig. 1(a)]
[12]–[16], must be calculated in advance before (3) can be
employed to analyze the temperature dynamics.

To facilitate the formulation of the hydraulic model, a
general flow resistance Z is defined in

Z = �P
/
Gβ (5)

where �P and G are the respective pressure drop across and
mass flowrate through the flow element being considered (such
as evaporator, and vapor or liquid line); and the hydraulic
factor β has the value in the range of 1 ≤ β ≤ 2. At
typical LPH flow conditions, the value of β is about 2.0 for
the vapor and liquid lines (based on fundamental theories of
fluid mechanics), and 1.0 for the wick structures inside the
evaporator based on the research findings [16]. Thus, the mass
flowrate Gv in the LHP vapor line is given by

Gv =
√

(Pe − Pc)
/
Zv (6)

where the fluid pressures in the evaporator (Pe) and condenser
(Pc) are functions of their respective nodal temperatures

Pe = pFun(Te) and Pc = pFun(Tc). (7, 7a)

The liquid mass flowrate in the LHP, which depends on
the integrated flow resistance of the combined liquid line and
evaporator, takes the form

Gl =
{[

�Pcap − (Pe − Pc)
] /

Zl

}1/βl (8)

where �Pcap is the pressure head of the primary wick (that acts
as capillary pump enabling the flow of the working fluid);
and the hydraulic modeling factor βl for the integrated flow
resistance has the value of 1 for the primary wick [16] and 2
for the liquid line.

Obviously, the 4-node thermal network model represented
by (3)–(8) reflects changes in the mass flowrates of the
working fluid and their influences on the nodal temperatures;
thus, it provides more information than the 3-node network
model (2) described in Section III-A. However, the 4-node
thermal network demands much more complex calculations

because the hydraulic parameters (�Pcap, Z1, and β1) deter-
mining the mass flowrates of the LHP working fluid in (6)–
(8) are highly dependent on the evaporator geometry and the
wick material inside it. The exact values of the evaporator
parameters as well as the physical properties of the wick are
usually very difficult to obtain without experiments. For these
reasons, it is desired to derive a practical algorithm to calculate
the mass flowrate, which will be developed in the next
subsection.

C. Hybrid Dynamic Model and Algorithm

To inherit the advantages of the 3-node and 4-node thermal
networks described in Sections III-A and III-B, respectively,
while avoiding their disadvantages to the maximum extent, a
hybrid dynamic model is directly developed from the funda-
mental energy conservation equations of the 3-node and 4-
node thermal network given in (2) and (3) which require no
experimental validations. Only a reasonable assumption (justi-
fied in the following discussion) is made for the simplification
of the LHP mass flowrate calculation.

1) Immediate Mass Flowrate Algorithm: Since the hy-
draulic parameters (�Pcap, Z1, and β1) are determined by
the structure and materials of the LHP evaporator and liquid
line, the responses of LHP mass flowrate Gl and Gv will be
dominated by the transient temperatures (Te and Tc) of the
evaporator and condenser as suggested by the mass flowrate
equations for the vapor and liquid in (6)–(8). This is also con-
sistent with the research findings [15] that the fluid viscosity
of a LHP is a function of current temperatures as well as all
other fluid properties. Therefore, it is possible to compute the
change in mass flowrate directly from the nodal temperature
changes.

For the objective to determine the dynamic changes of the
nodal temperatures, we assume that the mass flowrate of the
liquid flow Gl and that of the vapor flow Gv inside the LHP
approximately satisfy

Gl = Gv = Ghp (9)

where Ghp is the mass flowrate of the working fluid recycling
in the LHP. The rationales validating this assumption are as
follows: 1) the volume of LHP reservoir Vr is very small;
2) the temperature changes of the evaporator and condenser
are very slow, and their settling times are usually much longer
than several thousand seconds according to published experi-
mental findings [15], [16]; and 3) the saturated liquid density
variations with the temperature changes are also very small
[20]. Compared with the recycling mass flowrate determined
by the operating cooling ability, the mass flowrate imbalance
caused by the temperature change is enough to be neglected
as follows:

Vr

(
dρl

/
dTe

) (
dTe

/
dτ

)

Ghp
=

Vr (hv − hl)

Qi

(
dρl

dTe

) (
dTe

dτ

)
� 1.

(9a)
The LHP condenser temperature change can be determined

from the energy conservation equation of the 3-node thermal
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network in (2)

Ṫc =
1

Chp

[
Tob − Tc

Roc
− Tc − Tr

Rcr

]
. (10)

Substituting (10) into the energy conservation equation (3)
at the condenser node of the 4-nodal thermal network in Fig. 3
yields a closed form equation for calculating the mass flowrate
Ghp of the working fluid from the nodal temperatures

Ghp =
1

hv − hl

{
Cc

Chp

(Tob − Tc)

Roc
+

(
1 − Cc

Chp

)
(Tc − Tr)

Rcr

}
.

(11)
The closed-form equation (11) offers a means much simpler

than the traditional algorithm based on (6)–(8) to calculate
the mass flowrate since only the thermal parameters (Cc,
Chp, Rcr, Roc, hv, and hl) that are also necessary for the
temperature calculation (3) are required; this eliminates the
needs to specify the hydraulic parameters (like �Pcap, Z1,
and β1). Therefore, the computation of temperature changes
requires less information on the LHP structure and material
than the hydraulic parameter based approaches described in
Section III-B.

2) Hybrid State Equation for Temperature Changes: The
substitution of (11) into the energy conservation equation (3)
at the LHP evaporator node of the 4-node thermal network
yields the following state equation:

CeṪe =
(Tob − Te)

Roe
− Cc

Chp

(Tob − Tc)

Roc
−

(
1 − Cc

Chp

)
(Tc − Tr)

Rcr
.

(12)
Similar state equations can be derived at the nodes char-

acterizing the temperatures of the cooled object and MEMS
radiator. In summary, (10) and (12) and the energy conser-
vation equations of the cooled object and MEMS radiator
together can be written in a compact state-space form. The
resulting hybrid state equation for the LHP-MEMS thermal
management system is given in

C34
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where

C34 = Diag[Cob Ce Chp Cr]. (13a)

In (13), the elements ri (where i = 1, ..., 5) of the thermal
connection matrix are given in Table I.

Equations (11) and (13) together form the hybrid dynamical
model, which has a concise form and is more practical than
the 4-nodal thermal network model described by (3)–(8). It
offers several advantages; it calculates both mass flowrate
responses and temperature transients directly from the nodal
temperatures; and it is more accurate and detailed than the 3-
nodal model expressed by (2) which does not offer information
on the mass flowrate.

TABLE I

Elements of the System Matrix rsys

Elements Expressions Elements Expressions

r1 1
/

Roe r4 1
/

Roc

r2 (Cc

/
Chp)

(
1
/

Roc

)
r5 1

/
Rcr

r3 (1 − Cc

/
Chp)

(
1
/

Rcr

)

TABLE II

Fundamental Thermal Parameters of the LHP-MEMS System

Parameter (Unit) Symbol Value
Designed Operating Parameters
Cooling ability of MEMS radiator (W) Qi 50
Cooled object temperature (K) Tob 371.65
Radiator temperature (K) Tr 308.15
LHP condenser temperature (K) Tc 314.15
Thermal Network Parameters
Thermal capacity of cooled object (J/K) Cob 45.2
Thermal capacity of MEMS radiator (J/K) Cr 135.6
Thermal capacity of evaporator (J/K) Ce 35.2
Thermal capacity of condenser (J/K) Cc 55.2
Thermal capacity of entire LHP (J/K) Chp 90.4
Thermal resistance of LHP (K/W) Rhp 1.0
Thermal resistance between cooled object and LHP
(K/W)

Roe 0.15

Thermal resistance between LHP and radiator (K/W) Rcr 0.12

Fig. 4. Detailed model of LHP-MEMS thermal management system.
(a) Evaporator-reservoir model. (b) Nodal layout of condenser-radiator as-
sembly.

D. Validation of Hybrid Dynamic Model

The LHP-MEMS thermal management system of a 50 W
micro satellite (Fig. 1) has been numerically analyzed using
three different models. The results provide an effective means
to evaluate the effectiveness of the hybrid dynamical model
(Section III-C) against the traditional 4-nodal thermal network
model (Section III-B), and a published model [15], [21]
that has been experimentally validated. The values of the
key parameters used in the simulation are summarized in
Table II. Other detailed geometric and material characteristics
are provided in Table A.1 of Appendix A.1.

To implement the published LHP model [15], [21] which
serves as a basis for comparison, the evaporator of LHP is
modeled using four temperature nodes [Fig. 4(a)]; the heated
evaporator wall (Tew), fluid inside the heated evaporator section
(Tef ), the reservoir wall (Terw), and fluid inside the reservoir
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(Terf ). The entire radiator is modeled using 30 elements as
illustrated in Fig. 4(b) and with this nodal layout, the LHP
condenser is divided into 21 temperature nodes. The cooled
object is treated as one lumped temperature node. The equa-
tions for computing the nodal temperatures and the LHP mass
flowrate can be found in [15] and [21], and are not repeated
here.

As illustrated in Fig. 5(a), a cooling load cycle (50 W–
25 W–35 W–50 W) is simulated for comparison. The initial
cooling load (Qi) is 50 W. The first cooling load change takes
place at 100 s, then each cooling load remains unchanged
for 3000 s. The temperature response of the cooled object
(Tob) is the prime interest of any thermal control systems
and the simplified algorithm for LHP mass flowrate (Ghp) is
fundamental to the recommended hybrid model in this paper,
for these reasons the Tob and Ghp profiles depicted in Fig. 5(b)
and (c), respectively, are chosen here for discussion.

1) The Tob responses calculated using the hybrid dynamical
model (labeled as hybrid 3-4) agree well with those
computed using the traditional 4-nodal thermal network
model (4-nodal TNM) and detailed model [15], [21] in
Fig. 4.

2) The largest differences of Tob between the “hybrid 3-4”
and “detailed model” are only 3.7% (10.9 K) at 50%
designed cooling load, and this difference is further
reduced to 1.6% (5.4 K) at 70% designed cooling load.
The respective differences between “hybrid 3-4” and
“4-nodal TNM” are even smaller; 1.9% (5.5 K) and
0.6% (1.9 K) at 50% and 70% designed cooling load,
respectively.

3) The vapor mass flowrate (Gv) responds slightly faster
than the liquid flowrate (Gl); however, the delay is very
small. Since the mass flowrate curves of the “hybrid
3-4” and “detailed model” are almost the same, only
the “detailed model” is plotted for a clear comparison
against the cycling mass flow rate (Ghp) in the “hybrid
3-4” model. As shown in Fig. 5(c), the maximum steady
state difference is about 3.2% in the simulated cooling
load cycle.

The above findings conclude that the three models (hybrid
dynamical model, traditional 4-nodal thermal network model,
and the more detailed dynamical model [15], [21]) agree well.
As a simplified practical algorithm, its accuracy is acceptable
especially when dealing small or medium size disturbance.

IV. Numerical Investigation on Transient

Performances

A. Simulation Cases and System Parameters

The thermal management system of a 50 W micro satellite is
focused here, the layout and parameters of which have been
detailed in Fig. 1 and Table II, respectively. The following
three typical input changes with the cooled object of LHP and
the MEMS radiator have been numerically investigated using
the hybrid dynamic model proposed in this paper.

1) Case I: The exhaust heat Qi of the cooled object is
given a −10% step change.

Fig. 5. Comparisons on numerical results. (a) Cooling load. (b) Temperature
of the cooled object. (c) Mass flowrates.

2) Case II: The external heat load Qex of the radiator
is subject to a step change from zero to +5% of the
gross cooling ability of the radiator.

3) Case III: The exposing degree ϕr of the radiator is
under a −10% step change of its initial value.

The above disturbances take effects at t = 100 s during
simulation.

B. Results and Discussions

The numerical results are plotted in Figs. 6–8 in terms of 5%
settling time τ (time required to reach within 5% of the final
value) and the final output change rate ξ (the ratio between
the final output change and the initial output) of each thermal
and hydraulic output. These calculated results are listed in
Table III.

Observations from these results are discussed as follows.
1) Temperature Responses (Figs. 6 and 7, Table III):

Obvious differences between the temperature responses of the
cooled object and the radiator can be seen in Fig. 6.

a) The radiator temperature Tr is more sensitive to the input
changes which directly impact on the radiator (Qex and
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TABLE III

Properties of the Uncontrolled System Transients

Case I Case II Case III
τ (s) ξ (%) τ (s) ξ (%) τ (s) ξ (%)

Tob 1389 −3.9 1454 1.07 1518 2.2
Tr 1618 −2.6 1417 1.2 1451 2.62
Te 1409 −3.7 1498 1.1 1511 2.3
Tc 1564 −2.7 1426 1.3 1468 2.60
Pc 1511 −21.6 1432 11.3 1499 24.7
Ghp 1206 −13.1 1453 1.77 1765 3.87

ϕr). The temperatures under Cases II and III increase
directly to their final states (1.2% and 2.62% higher
than their initial values) while the final changes with
the temperature Tob of the cooled object are only 1.07%
and 2.2%, respectively, under these cases.

b) Both Tob and Tr decrease directly to their new steady-
state values under the Qi change in Case I. However,
Tob is observed to settle down 1389 s later with a final
drop of 3.9%. The final drop and settling time for Tr are
2.6% and 1618 s, respectively. These suggest that Tob is
more sensitive to the cooling load changes with Qi than
Tr.

c) The above temperature responses of changes Tob and Tr

are directly dominated by the external factors including
cooling load change with Qi under Case I, and cooling
ability variations caused by Qex and ϕr under Cases II
and III.

d) The temperature transients of the LHP evaporator and
the LHP condenser (Te and Tc in Fig. 7) are similar to
that of the cooled object and the radiator, respectively
(Tob and Tr in Fig. 6), whereas the reasons are different.

e) Under the Qi change in Case I, Te decreases as the
cooled object temperature Tob (Fig. 6) decreases. Tc

drops simultaneously since less ammonia was vaporized
and flowed into the condenser with the reduced heat
load. As compared with the Tob transient under the same
case, these dynamic processes are a little slower and
less sensitive since the setting time and final change are
1409 s and −3.7% for Te, 1564 s −2.7% for Tc, longer
and smaller than that of Tob.

f) Both Te and Tc increase gradually as the radiator temper-
ature Tr increases under Cases II and III since the cor-
responding Qex and ϕr changes result in decreasing the
cooling ability of the radiator. Tc settles in 1426 s with
final change of 1.3% under Case II while the respective
values under Case III are 1468 s and 2.6%. The settling
time and final changes of Te are, respectively, longer and
smaller than that of Tc under these two cases because Tc

is more sensitive to the radiator side disturbances caused
by Qex and ϕr.

g) The temperature trends of evaporator and condenser are
determined by the heat transfer statuses between cooled
object, LHP and radiator, as well as the mass flowrate
changes of the working fluid inside LHP. The external
disturbances (Qi, Qex, and ϕr) can only result in the
responses of Te and Tc indirectly.

Fig. 6. Temperature responses of the cooled object and the radiator.
(a) Cooled object. (b) Radiator.

Fig. 7. Temperature responses of the LHP. (a) Evaporator. (b) Condenser.

Fig. 8. Hydraulic responses inside the LHP. (a) Condensing pressure.
(b) Mass flowrate.

2) Hydraulic Responses of LHP (Fig. 8, Table III): As
compared with the transients of the condensing pressure, the
working fluid mass flowrate inside the LHP responses more
complexly under the different input changes in Cases I–III.

a) The condensing pressure Pc [Fig. 8(a)] responds to
input changes most obviously among all the investigated
outputs in Table III. It decreases gradually with the
decrease of condenser temperature Tc [Fig. 7(b)] under
Case I, and increases as Tc increases under the same
conditions in Cases II and III. The final changes are
−21%, 11.3%, and 24.7% of their respective initial
steady-state values.

b) The mass flow rate Ghp [Fig. 8(b)] drops directly with a
settling time of 1206 s and a final change rate of −13.1%
in Case I. The reason is that less ammonia was vaporized
with the reduced heat input at the LHP evaporator.

c) Beginning-stage temporary drops are found in Ghp be-
fore the final sustaining increases occurred under Cases
II and III [Fig. 8(b)]. These temporary drops are because
the increases of Te are slower and smaller than that of
Tc when Qex and ϕr suddenly changed as shown in
Table III, The pressure deference between evaporator
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and condenser is reduced according to (6). After these
temporary drops, the transient values of Ghp increase
gradually to their new steady-state points because the
cooling load remained unchanged and a decreasing trend
of enthalpy difference [hv − hl, in (11)] is caused by
the increases of Tc. Therefore, larger mass flowrates of
the working fluid are required at these situations. The
final changes of Ghp under Cases II and III are 1.77%
and 3.87%, respectively.

V. Conclusion

Three different dynamic models have been established for
the transient performance analysis of the LHP-MEMS thermal
management system. Among them, the hybrid dynamic model
takes the advantages of calculating both of the temperature
transients and the mass flowrate responses directly from the
nodal temperature values; this makes the transient analysis of
the LHP-MEMS thermal control system much easier and more
convenient to be performed.

The numerical investigations on the typical input changes
with the cooled object and with the MEMS radiator detected
the transient characteristics on the temperature responses of
LHP evaporator and condenser, as well as that of the cooled
object and radiator. The numerical results also provide the ar-
gument that the transient changes with the condensing pressure
and the mass flowrate of the LHP working fluid are the most
obvious and the complex responses, respectively.

The model and results in this paper are expected to benefit
the design, control, and analysis of thermal management
systems for the advanced spacecrafts where space LHP-MEMS
technologies are involved.

Appendix

A.1 Geometric Characteristics of LHP-MEMS System

The geometric and material characteristics of the focused
LHP-MEMS system are listed in Table A1.

A.2 Properties of LHP Working Fluid

Temperature is the only variable which dominates the
thermodynamic properties of statured working fluid inside
the LHP. For the employed ammonia, a set of polynomial
equations are fitted to determine the condensing pressure, the
statured liquid enthalpy, and the statured vapor enthalpy from
the original data of ammonia in [20].

The pressure of the statured ammonia is given by

pFun(T ) = W0 +
5∑

i=i

Wi(T − 273.15)i (A.1)

where Wi are the polynomial coefficients which values are
given in Table A2. This statured pressure equation serves as
the output equation of the dynamic models in (2), (3) and (13).

The enthalpy equations for the saturated liquid and vapor
ammonia are provided by (A.2) and (A.3), respectively

hlFun(T ) =

[
X0 +

5∑
i=i

Xi(T − 273.15)i
]

× 1000.0 (A.2)

TABLE A1

Geometric Characteristics of LHP-MEMS System

Components and Values Components and Values
Parameters Parameters
Evaporator Pipes and

Condenser
Outer/inner diam-
eter (mm)

20.0/17.0 Outer/inner
diameter (mm)

5.0/3.0

Heated length
(mm)

85 Liquid/vapor line
length (mm)

950/800

Material Stainless steel Material Stainless
steel

Wick MEMS Radiator
Outer/inner diam-
eter (mm)

17.0/8.0 Louver cell size
(µm×µm)

300×500

Mean pore radius
(µm)

6.0 Louver number
per square cm

400

Permeability (m2) 10−13 Louver coat Gold
Porosity (%) 50 Louver base

material
Silicon

Reservoir Equivalent
emittance range

0.1–0.9

Volume (cm3) 18

TABLE A2

Parameters of the Working Fluid Pressure Equation

Parameters Values Parameters Values
W0 4.293025E−1 W3 1.558870E−6
W1 1.605853E−2 W4 2.940981E−9
W2 2.351689E−4 W5 1.322185E−12

TABLE A3

Parameters of the Saturated Liquid Enthalpy Equation

Parameters Values Parameters Values
X0 1.999759E+02 X3 7.852176E−06
X1 4.628426E+00 X4 −6.695662E−08
X2 3.406798E−03 X5 2.181662E−09

hvFun(T ) =

[
Y0 +

5∑
i=i

Yi(T − 273.15)i
]

× 1000.0 (A.3)

where Xi and Yi are the polynomial coefficients summarized
in Tables A3 and A4, respectively. These two immediate
equations are for the enthalpy calculation in (3) and (11). Note
that the valid temperature ranges for the polynomials in (A.1)
to (A.3) are 233.15 K ≤ T ≤ 363.15 K.

A.3 Nodal Thermal Capacity Calculations

The thermal capacities of the cooled object and the radiator
can be calculated by (A.4) and (A.5), respectively

Cob = mobcob (A.4)

Cr = mrcr (A.5)

where mob and cob are the mass and the average specific
heat of the cooled object, respectively; mr and cr are the
corresponding values for the MEMS radiator.

The thermal capacity for the entire LHP which employed
in the 3-nodal thermal network model in Section III-A and
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TABLE A4

Parameters of the Saturated Vapor Enthalpy Equation

Parameters Values Parameters Values
Y0 1.461799E+03 Y3 −2.812115E−05
Y1 1.065044E+00 Y4 −7.197420E−08
Y2 −7.765435E−03 Y5 −1.777033E−09

our proposed hybrid dynamic model in Section III-C takes
the form of

Chp = ms,hpcs,hp +
d

dT

(
ml,hphl

)
+

d

dT

(
mv,hphv

)

= ms,hpcs,hp + ml,hphl

(
1

hl

dhl

dT
+ ζhp

) (A.6)

and

ζhp =
1

ml,hp
· dml,hp

dT
+

mv,hp

ml,hp
· 1

hl

· dhv

dT
+

hv

hl

· 1

ml,hp
· dmv,hp

dT
(A.7)

where mhp and chp are the mass and the average specific heat
of the entire LHP structure; ml,hp and mv,hp are liquid and
vapor mass values inside LHP.

Similarly, the thermal capacities of the LHP evaporator and
condenser can be expressed as (A.8) and (A.9), respectively

Ce = ms,ecs,e + ml,ehl

(
1

hl

dhl

dT
+ ζe

)
(A.8)

Cc = ms,ccs,c + ml,chl

(
1

hl

dhl

dT
+

mv,c

ml,c

· 1

hl

· dhv

dT
+ ζc

)
(A.9)

where

ζe =
1

ml,e

· dml,e

dT
+

mv,e

ml,e

· 1

hl

· dhv

dT
+

hv

hl

· 1

ml,e

· dmv,e

dT
(A.10)

and

ζc =
1

ml,c

· dml,c

dT
+

hv

hl

· 1

ml,c

· dmv,c

dT
(A.11)

in which ml,e and mv,e are the liquid mass and vapor mass
inside the evaporator; ml,c and mv,c are the respective values
for the condenser; ms,e and ms,c are values of the structure
mass for evaporator and condenser, and cs,e and cs,c are their
specific heat values. The contributions of ζhp, ζe and ζc can be
neglected when they are small enough.
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